EXODUS™ by ICE PACK® Emergency Preparedness Systems LLC is designed to provide individuals with an immediate response capability to survive life-threatening critical incidents. This innovative system provides vital individual survival equipment and satellite communications capability via SMS text messages, email or voice in the event of evacuation during a natural, man-made, or war/terrorism related emergency or disaster. EXODUS traces its lineage to the emergency "bail-out bag" carried by military aviators for use in the event of a "hard landing".

Whether traveling across town, out in the back country or in the far reaches around the world, prepared individuals realize the potential for encountering dire emergency situations. Recent earthquakes, tsunami's, highly destructive extreme weather events, government upheavals and extremist attacks, demonstrate the reality of any modern locality becoming a dangerous, austere "third world" location in the blink of an eye! The purpose of the EXODUS system is to help you facilitate evacuation, stay alive and communicate your status and direct rescuers to your location. The ultimate objective is to reach safety by rescue, extraction or recovery.

EXODUS is scalable, modular and is comfortably carried low profile by men and women on the waist, shoulder or back. This system is easily stowed in your vehicle’s glove box, office desk drawer, coat closet or travel luggage and is usable throughout the world*. EXODUS contains essential water purification and filtration, crisis communications, medical first aid, lighting, signaling, personal hygiene, fire starting equipment and specialized tools. Systems can be customized to meet specific end user requirements and various environmental regions of the world.

*Note: Check satellite coverage for your particular region of the world

SURVIVOR OR STATISTIC? THE CHOICE IS YOURS...
**Waist Pack**
- Discreet Waist Pack in Popular Colors
- SPOT GPS Satellite Messenger
- Collapsible Water Bottles w/ Integrated Water Treatment and Filtration System
- Small First Aid Kit
- Multi-Purpose Headlamp w/Lithium Batteries
- LED Light
- Leatherman Crunch Multi-Tool
- Compass-Thermometer
- Fire Starter Kit
- 550 Cord – 25 feet
- Emergency Signalling Devices: Whistle, Mirror, Strobe

**Attache Bag**
- Low Profile Shoulder Attache Bag in Popular Colors
- inReach 2-way GPS Satellite Message Communicator
- Radio: AM/FM/SW w/Hard Case and Lithium Batteries
- AA Battery Smartphone Charger
- Collapsible Water Bottles w/ Integrated Water Treatment and Filtration System
- Hydropack Water Purifiers
- iFAK-Improved First Aid Kit
- Space Blanket, Hooded
- Personal Hygiene & Sanitation Supplies
- Multi-Purpose Headlamp w/ Lithium Batteries
- High Intensity Flashlight
- Emergency Tools & Signalling Devices

**Day Pack**
- Comfortable Day Pack in Popular Colors
- Satellite Telephone w/Solar Charging System
- SPOT Connect
- Radio: AM/FM/SW w/Hard Case and Lithium Batteries
- Collapsible Water Bottles w/ Integrated Water Treatment and Filtration System
- X-Pack Water Purifier System
- iFAK – Improved First Aid Kit
- Space Blanket, Hooded
- Personal Hygiene & Sanitation Supplies
- Multi-Purpose Headlamp w/ Lithium Batteries
- High Intensity Flashlight
- Emergency Tools & Signalling Devices

*Note: Customized configurations can be built to meet specific requirements.
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